Egger Laminate
A versatile collection
for an eye-catching finish
Egger Decorative Collection 2017 – 2019

EGGER Laminate
Combine your ideas with the EGGER Laminate Collection. Choose from 297 laminates,
in woodgrain, uni colour and material decors, to create eye-catching interiors.

Feelwood Laminate
Featuring synchronised technology, the surface texture
matches the woodgrain decor to provide a finish almost

Coordinate colours and textures across a number of applications, including table and
desk tops, receptions desks, doors and worktops. Most laminates are postformable,
helping to create high end design. Durable, versatile and easy to process, laminate is
the perfect solution for high activity surfaces.

indistinguishable from the real thing.
Available in 15 decors in a 2790 × 2060 × 0.8 mm XL format.

Imagine what’s possible
Bring your project ideas to life with our Laminate Design Wall. Get an overview of our extensive
collection, try out different decor combinations and order 85 × 85 mm decor samples or a swatch.

Door Laminate

» Visit egger.com/laminate-designwall

timber, veneer or painted finishes. Stocked in 90 decors,

Door Laminates are a cost effective alternative to solid
these laminates are hard wearing and extremely durable.
Using the most up-to-date texture technology and decor
designs, the range offers a door finish for every interior.
Available in a 2150 × 950 × 0.8 mm door format.

Laminate
A collection of 297 trend orientated decors, well suited to
many application areas.

Coloured Core Laminate

Choose from realistic woodgrains, industrial materials and

Available in 9 decors, Coloured Core Laminate creates

bright uni colours to create attractive, bespoke designs.
Available in a 3050 × 1310 × 0.8 mm standard format.

furniture with a seamless finish. The lack of an obvious join
is due to the multi-layered composition, which is made up of
decor papers of the same colour.
Available in a 3050 × 1310 × 0.8 mm standard format.

Gloss and Matt Laminate
PerfectSense Matt, PerfectSense Topmatt and High Gloss
laminates create an upmarket look and feel.

Finishing Touches

The unique UV coating is micro scratch resistant and robust,

A coordinated finish can be achieved by using Laminate

making it well suited to commercial and domestic application

alongside EGGER’s other decorative products. Matching ABS

areas.

edging is now available for all laminate decors.

Available in a 3050 × 1310 × 0.8 mm standard format.

For availability of Melamine Faced Chipboard (MFC) and
Melamine Faced Medium Density Fibreboard (MFMDF)
please check online.

» To check decor availability visit egger.com/availabilityguide

Product Support
At your service | Whatever you need, whether it be
a product availability query, sample request, decor
combination ideas, order processing and technical
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Subject to technical modifications and amendments.
Due to variables in the printing process, colours may vary slightly from the actual product.

information, we’re here to help – just call us.
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